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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to describe a new way of producing renewable energy based1

on fjords as a water heater. We will call this system the Water-thermal Energy Production System2

(WEPS), because the basic idea is to extract heating and cooling energy from water. Although a3

prototype of WEPS has existed in Norway for more than ten years, a WEPS currently in operation4

has not been financially analyzed in the literature. Coastal parts of Norway have a potential of5

5 TWh of profitable WEPS-facilities [9], due to convenient access to fjords containing water with6

stable all-season temperatures of about 4–12◦C when the depth of the water is about 50 meters.7

This stability of the water temperature makes it possible to extract energy from the fjord in a very8

efficient way. The potential for economically-profitable WEPS in other parts of the world has not9

been estimated. In order to answer such a question, more research is required. We have conducted10

a case study of a WEPS located in the Norwegian municipality of Eid. This is the first full-scale11

Norwegian WEPS, and it has been operating since 2006. The nascent years have passed, and the12

technology has been in operation for some years. In this paper, we have made an estimate of the13

business profitability and the external effects based on past empirical evidence and some assumptions14

about future development in some key figures. The results suggests that WEPS-Eid has been a15

profitable investment carrying a positive internal rate of revenue, even if the present underutilization16

in production capacity will continue in the future. Stability in energy prices for heating purposes17

has also gained customers compared to the more volatile prices of alternative renewable energy, like18

hydropower or wind turbines. The negative, external effects in the operating phase from WEPS-Eid19

are insignificant. Despite the significant profitability of the WEPS facility in Eid, there are two main20

obstacles for new entrants. There is a lack of relevant operational information for potential investors21

due to few facilities. This leads to uncertainty, and investments in WEPS appear as a risky business.22

Secondly, construction of a WEPS requires both big financial investments in digging and facilitating23

long trenches for a pipeline system and time and effort spent on acquiring the licenses needed for24

doing this work. A coordinating unit is probably required in order to get the necessary public and25

private licenses and to reduce fixed costs by coordinating other tasks in the same trenches, like pipes26

for water and sewer, fiber cables and tele-cables. In Eid, the local municipal administration was the27

coordinating unit.28

Keywords: WEPS; district heating; water-thermal energy production system; fjords; water heating;29

external effects30

1. Introduction31

Energy can be produced by using renewable or nonrenewable sources. Energy production by32

nonrenewable sources occurs by burning hydrocarbons such as oil, gas or coal. Energy production33
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from renewable energy sources can occur in many different ways. Hydropower, wind, solar and bio34

energy are some sources of renewable energy.35

In this paper, we will describe a new way of producing renewable energy. The idea is that36

thermal energy in seawater or in a lake can be extracted and used for heating. We will call this system37

the Water-thermal Energy Production System (WEPS), because the basic idea is to extract heating38

energy from water. The reason for the name is that the WEPS is very similar to the far more familiar39

geo-thermal energy production system. Zheng et al. [5] use the name SWHP as an abbreviation for40

Seawater Heat Pump Systems. However, we claim that WEPS is a better name due to its similarity to41

the geo-thermal energy production system and since it is possible to use water from a deep lake, as42

well, not just sea water.43

The fjords in western parts of Norway are very deep; usually the depth is several hundred meters.44

In very deep waters, the range of temperatures is within a 4–6◦C band between cold winter and hot45

summer. This stability of the water temperature makes it possible to extract energy from the fjord in a46

very efficient way. A WEPS has been in operation in the municipality Eid in western Norway since47

2006. Because of the good performance in Eid, several other WEPS have already been built, or are48

planned to be built, in other places in Norway.49

We have organized the remainder of the paper as follows: A literature review is given in Section50

2. A brief history of WEPS-Eid is given in Section 3. We then present a description of WEPS-Eid in51

Section 4. In Section 5, we present the costumers, and in Sections 6 and 7, we analyze the private52

profitability and the external effects of WEPS-Eid. In Section 8, we draw some conclusions based on53

the evidence gathered.54

2. Literature Review55

Over the last two decades, there has been an accelerating process of substituting energy based56

on fossil fuels with renewable energy. Lund et al. have made a scenario for Danmark analyzing the57

consequences for energy consumption and the demand for energy from different sources if the share58

of renewable energy is increased from the present level of 20 percent to 100 percent within 40 years.59

Their main scenario indicates that about 25 percent of the Danish building stock could substitute60

individual gas or oil boilers with district heating [17]. Sarbu et al. have conducted a literature review61

of Ground-Source Heat Pumps (GSHP) system and pinpoint three main advantages of closed-loop62

SWHP systems:63

-Relatively low investment costs due to low excavation costs compared to most other GSHP systems.64

-Small amounts of energy are required for pumping purposes65

-Low operating cost.66

The main disadvantages of SWHP systems found in the literature are:67

-Malfunctioning of the coil-mechanism in public lakes, which can be costly and time consuming to68

mend.69

-There is a wide variation in water temperature due to variations in the air temperature [19].70

Kulcar et al. found a positive net present value from investing in heat pumps converting heat from71

low-temperature geothermal sources to high-temperature heating of buildings in the city of Lendava,72

Slovenia. The present heating device is based on extraction of energy directly from geothermal water73

leaving low-temperature water of 42 ◦C spilling into local water sources. The estimated profitability74

from installing the new heat pumps is sensitive to the future electricity price, which is assumed to75

be 0.07 Euro/kWh, and to the discount rate of seven percent [4]. Zheng et al. have compared the76

technological and economic performance of SWHP systems and Air-to-air Heat Pump systems (ASHP)77

in the province of Tianjin, China. They concluded that the SWHP system is more energy efficient than78

the ASHP-system, due to a better thermal performance in low outdoor temperatures. However, high79

investment costs regarding drilling and building of the pipeline make the economic performance of80

the ASHP-system better than the SWHP-system [5].81
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A large-scale renewable energy program using the SWHP system for heating and cooling both82

commercial and residential buildings in the city of Dalian, China, was launched in 2008. Prior to83

the implementation Zhen et al. estimated the technological feasibility and the anticipated economic84

performance of the SWHP system compared with the coal-fired heating system and the conventional85

air-conditioning system. They found a positive net present value for the majority of scenarios and both86

lower annual cost and a shorter pay-back period than investments in conventional heating and cooling87

systems. Sensitivity analysis indicates however that moderate changes in assumptions regarding either88

electricity prices, interest rates or coal prices may alter the main conclusion that a SWHP system would89

outperform the traditional systems for heating and cooling buildings in China [7]. Arat et al. analyzed90

the assumed technological and economic performance of geothermal heating in a residential area in a91

medium-sized Turkish city driven by a heat pump. If the most cost-efficient solution is selected, the92

system will maximize the Net Present Value (NPV) when it serves between 7929 and 36,098 households93

[13].94

Oktay et al. and Esen et al. find that Geothermal District Heating (GDHS) of residential houses95

in urban areas is very efficient compared to the use of coal as residential heating [18] [15]. On the96

other hand, a study conducted by Hukulak et al. shows that geothermal heating plants are less cost97

efficient than energy processed from brown coal or energy from black coal, but still less expensive than98

energy based on natural gas, biomass and fuel oil [16]. By conducting a dynamic simulation study on99

a novel geothermal heating and cooling system close to Naples, Italy, Angrisani et al. found that the100

profitability is significantly affected by assumptions about prices on natural gas and the geothermal101

flow rate. However, in the range of change in all relevant parameters between five percent and 100102

percent, the pay-back time for the system was within the range of 1.2 years–14 years [12]. Replacement103

of energy from fossil fuels could in some countries be part of a social welfare program. Erdogmus et104

al. have made an economic assessment of a big geothermal project in Izmir, and by applying a social105

internal rate of return, they found a positive net present value [14].106

3. The Development of the First WEPS in Western Norway107

The first attempts to use the fjords as a source of energy in Sogn og Fjordane county goes back to108

the 1970s. Two WEPS were built in Sogndal municipality by smaller companies. Even though, after109

more than ten years of operation, the companies claimed that this had been profitable, it did not lead110

to a boon for businesses and households eager to grasp the opportunities of extracting inexpensive111

energy from fjords. This may be due to a combination of low electricity prices and good access to free112

or nearly free firewood in Norway. Up until a few years ago, these small WEPS were only designed for113

one or two households located right by the seaside.114

The development of the WEPS concept in Eid had no link to the small plants that were operating in115

Sogndal municipality. The idea of utilizing the fjord (Eidsfjorden) as a source of energy in Eid goes back116

to the 1990s. The local hospital had a limited budget, but needed cooling in the summer. The hospital117

was just a few hundred meters from the fjord. The hospital asked the local municipal administration if118

they would consider funding a company aiming at exploiting the energy from the fjord for cooling of119

the rooms in the hospital in the summer. In the year 2000, the local council founded this company and120

gave it the name Fjordvarme AS. As we will see, the hospital and other public and private buildings121

got a WEPS that could be used for both heating and cooling in a very economically-efficient way. In122

this article, we describe the technology behind this WEPS and the financial results of Fjordvarme, as123

experienced after several years of operation.124

The fjords in western Norway are usually several hundred meters deep with small inter-seasonal125

temperature variations. In Eid at a 50-m depth, the temperature varies between 8 and 12 ◦C around126

the year. This stability in temperature made local engineers believe it was possible to extract thermal127

energy from the fjord and use it for cooling and warming at a very favorable price.128

The planners at Eid realized early that it was necessary to build a large plant. Due to high129

investment costs, a WEPS has high fixed costs, but very low variable costs. A small-scale WEPS could130
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therefore run into financial deficit despite positive social benefits. A producer surplus in the case of131

economies of scale was ensured by building a large-scale WEPS.132

4. Technical Specifications of the WEPS in Eid133

A WEPS is based on the following principles: Water from the sea or from a lake is pumped into a134

heat exchange unit located in a small shelter on shore. In this unit, the heat from seawater is transferred135

by using heat exchangers to a closed loop of freshwater (see Figure 2). The heated freshwater is136

then pumped from the heat exchange unit to a heat center containing heat pumps. From this heat137

center, warmed water is then distributed to customers, such as households, institutions and companies,138

through a small network of pipelines. The energy stored in the warmed water is then transferred to139

end-users via individual heat exchange units, and cold water is pumped back to the exchange unit.140

The WEPS may run in heating mode or in cooling mode. The temperatures when in heating or cooling141

mode are given in Table 1 and Table 2 below.142

Table 1. The temperatures of the water when the WEPS is in heating mode. The temperatures may
differ a little from these figures during the year. In WEPS-Eid, the temperatures of the water from the
heat exchanger to the customer are always 1.5 ◦C lower than the temperature of the sea water.

Flow of water Temperature
Water from the sea to the heat exchanger 8 ◦C
Water from the heat exchanger to the customer 6.5 ◦C
Water from the customer to the heat exchanger 1.5 ◦C

Table 2. The temperatures of the water when the WEPS is in cooling mode. The temperatures may
differ a little from these during the year. In August or September, the sea temperature may be 10◦C,
while it is usually about 8◦C in June and July. The maximum difference on either side of the temperature
of the water to the customer is 1.5 ◦C.

Flow of water Temperature
Water from the sea to the heat exchanger 8 ◦C
Water from the heat exchanger to the customer 9.5 ◦C
Water from the customer to the heat exchanger 11◦C

When in cooling mode, the fjord is used as a heat sink. One may ask: Why install a heat exchanger143

when the system is in cooling mode? Can the cold fjord water not be used directly? The reason is that144

the salty water of the fjord will cause problems. In addition, there will be problems with algae.145

WEPS-Eid takes seawater from the fjord at approximately a 50-meter depth. The seawater intake146

is a hose made of PVC. In order to keep it stable at the seabed, blocks made of concrete were attached147

to the hose at every second meter. The diameter of the hose is about 60 cm. Figure 1 shows such a hose148

during the construction period of a WEPS in Sogndal in 2014 before it was filled with seawater and149

put on the seabed.150
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Figure 1. This picture was taken during the construction period and shows the hose before it was
filled with sea water and sunk to the seabed. For stabilizing purposes, weights made of concrete were
attached to the hose. This picture is from a WEPS built in the municipality of Sogndal in 2014 by
Sognekraft AS. The picture is used with permission from Sognekraft AS, Norway.

The fully-operational WEPS-Eid pumps 546 m3 of water per hour from the sea to a heat exchange151

unit on shore. The heat exchange unit is located in a small building of about 50 m2. An alternative152

location of the exchanger would have been underground, but this was not done in Eid. Figure 2 shows153

the heat exchange system in the Sogndal WEPS built in 2014 by Sognekraft AS.154
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Figure 2. The heat exchange system on shore. In the lower part of the figure (grey tubes), seawater
is pumped from the fjord to the heat exchange units (VVX 1, VVX 2 and VVX 3 in the figure) and
back to the sea. Cold water (2–3 ◦C) is coming from the customers (blue tubes). Warmed water with
a temperature of 6–8◦C (red tubes) is pumped to the heat center close to the consumers (A in the
figure). The figure is from a WEPS built in Sogndal in 2014 by Sognekraft AS. The picture is used with
permission from Sognekraft AS, Norway.

The seawater emits heat to a closed circuit with fresh water that circulates in a grid on land. The155

tubes on land transporting fresh water from the heat exchange units have a maximum diameter of 315156

mm. These tubes are all dug 100 cm into the ground. The fresh water system is a closed loop, so even157

if the costumers and the heat exchange unit are at different altitudes, the force of gravity will help with158

circulating the water. Only energy to overcome tube friction is needed to get the water to circulate.159

The total pipe length of WEPS-Eid is 18 km. If these pipes are put in the same trench as160

drinking water pipes, sewers, fiber and electricity cables, the investment costs in WEPS-facilities161

will be significantly reduced. This is a key issue for local authorities in their planning of new or162

improved infrastructure.163

Due to low temperatures (6–8 ◦C) in the fresh water circulating from the heat exchange units at the164

sea shore to the heating center close to the customers, there is no energy loss despite the uninsulated165

pipelines.166

When WEPS-Eid was built, the engineers had to decide if the pipes were to be insulated or not.167

The temperature in the water that circulates between the heat exchanger and customers maintains168

a temperature of 6–8 ◦C depending on the season. Since the pipes are at least 100 cm down in the169

ground, the engineers assumed that the temperature difference between the water in the pipes and the170

surroundings would be so small that the heat loss would be insignificant even if the pipes were not171

isolated. For this reason, it was decided to use uninsulated pipes since this reduced the investment172
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costs. The heat loss due to the uninsulated pipes has never been calculated. Fjordvarme AS, the173

company that constructed, built and still owns WEPS-Eid, claimed in August 2017 that the loss is so174

small that they have never observed any problem because of uninsulated pipes. The opportunity to175

use uninsulated pipes is advantageous for the facility in Eid compared to traditional district heating176

systems where the circulating water may have temperatures close to 100 ◦C. Traditional district heating177

systems require insulated pipes at significantly higher investment costs than a WEPS. However, more178

research is needed to find the optimal solution when it comes to the question of which pipes should be179

isolated.180

In WEPS-Eid, every customer has his/her own heat pump. The heat pump extracts heat from181

warmed water released from the heat exchanger. Then, cold water returns from the customer to the182

heat exchanger. The customer can use a water-to-air heat pump and heat the air inside the house183

or he/she can use a water-to-water heat pump. In WEPS-Sogndal, all heat pumps are located in a184

heat center, and only hot water (71 ◦C) is distributed to the customers (see B in Figure 3). The hot185

water is used in radiators in offices and other rooms, and some of it is used to heat the air that the186

ventilation system transports to the rooms in buildings. WEPS-Eid does not have a heat center, while187

WEPS-Sogndal does have one. Empirical experience has shown that the heat center solution is more188

cost efficient.189

WEPS is used both for heating and cooling. To prevent bacterial growth in the pipes and reduce190

operating costs, oxygen has been removed from the fresh water circulating in the closed land-based191

circuit. The removal of oxygen is done by a method called catalytic reduction of oxygen in water192

with hydrogen as a reducing agent. It is a “wet combustion process” presented already in 1967 at a193

VGBConference in Essen, Germany [8].194

If some customers are located more than 50 m above sea level, additional pumps must be installed195

to increase the water pressure. This will also increase the investment cost. In Eid, all customers live196

at a very low altitude, only a few meters above sea level, and it was necessary to install additional197

pressure zones. Neither WEPS-Eid nor WEPS-Sogndal has experience with several pressure zones.198

A significant part of the WEPS-infrastructure is dug into the ground and wrapped in sand or199

gravel, sheltered from extreme weather. The tubes are also highly flexible and, according to the200

engineers, able to withstand a major earthquake.201
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Figure 3. A draft of the WEPS infrastructure. The figure gives a broad sketch of a WEPS. The
heat pumps are located in the heat center (B). From the heat center, there are two isolated and two
uninsulated pipes to each customer (C). Each customer has a simple heat exchange unit with an energy
meter (A). E is the house where the seawater heat exchanger (D) is located.

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of a WEPS. The pump house (E in Figure 3) may alternatively202

be located underground and thus be invisible. The customers’ private small-scale heat exchange units203

are not identical to the traditional, sometimes non-aesthetic and noisy heat pumps attached to outdoor204

house walls. The WEPS connected small-scale heat exchange units of the customers are located indoors,205

and the entire infrastructure is therefore sheltered and well protected from bad weather, which implies206

lower maintenance costs.207

In a WEPS construction including a hub for distribution of warmed water to the customers (a208

heat center), the energy producer is responsible for operating the heat center. Thus, this will generate209

large-scale economics in operating that part of the infrastructure compared to a situation where each210

customer has his/her own heat pump. The experience from WEPS-Eid showed that many customers211

also lacked the knowledge needed to optimize the operation of the heat pump. A heat center will212

therefore reduce the unit costs of energy produced, and the customers will have lower investment and213

operating costs because they do not need to buy and operate their own heat pumps.214

With reference to Figure 3, from the heat center (B), there are two isolated and two uninsulated215

pipes to each customer (C). One may question the efficiency of this solution. Perhaps it is more efficient216

to insulate all pipes and not only two. As long as there is a temperature difference between the water217

and the surroundings, there will be heat transfer and loss of energy. This loss has not been calculated.218

More research is required before we can say which solution is the most profitable.219

Where there is a short distance between customers, the appropriate solution is to build an220

infrastructure that includes a heat center. Otherwise, the customers must be sequentially interconnected221

(like in a daisy chain). This is the case at WEPS-Eid, because of the long distance between some of222

customers. However, engineers claim that several years of experience have shown that WEPS with223

a heat center is more energy efficient than a WEPS without this device. In WEPS constructions that224

include a heat center, customers will use private small-scale heat exchange units connected to local,225

indoor pipelines in floors, radiators or heater devices. Because of many alternatives for local, domestic226

infrastructure, it is difficult to estimate the investments costs in local, domestic WEPS infrastructure227

required by each customer.228
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Figure 4. The heat center located close to the customers. In this example, the WEPS system has two
heat pumps (A and B in the figure) and two heat exchangers (LV6 and LV7 in the figure). By using
two heat pumps and two heat exchangers, it is possible to do maintenance without interrupting the
production. Sea water is pumped through the heat exchangers (LV6 or LV7, blue tubes), where heat
is transferred to non-salty water. Water is pumped from the heat exchangers (LV6 or LV7, light blue
tubes) to the heat pumps (A or B). In the heat pumps, the heat of the water is transferred and increased.
The water distributed to customers (red tubes) holds a temperature of about 71 ◦C. The customers use
the hot water in radiators. This figure is based on the WEPS built in Sogndal in 2014 by Sognekraft AS.
The picture is used with permission from Sognekraft AS, Norway.

5. Customers of WEPS-Eid229

WEPS-Eid has been operating for 11 years. The capacity was increased in spring 2017 and230

provides energy to 53 heat pumps. More than 90,000 m2 of building facilities are heated by WEPS-Eid231

[9], including the Opera House, the Eid secondary school, a bathhouse connected to Nordfjord hotel, 15232

public building blocks, 15 commercial blocks and 25 residential facilities with a total of 121 residential233

units. In summer, WEPS is used for cooling.234

Through a grid of pipelines dug into the ground, WEPS-Eid is also the heating source for the235

artificial turf on the local football stadium (Eid idrettspark). In this case, heat pumps are not needed.236

Only warmed water (8 circC in the winter) from the heat exchanger is needed to keep the football237

ground free of ice. The costs of keeping the football ground free of ice is therefore very low, but after a238

heavy snowfall (for instance, more than 30 cm in 24 hours), shovels are needed.239

WEPS-Eid covers about 90 percent of the customers’ need for energy for heating and cooling240

purposes. The remaining 10 percent must be supplied from alternative energy sources. During the241

years of operation, WEPS - customers have cut their spending on energy for heating purposes by about242

30–50 percent compared to heating by use of hydroelectric energy. The two largest customers, the Eid243

secondary school and Opera House Nordfjord, purchase an annual average of 98 kWh per m2 from244

WEPS. The average, annual energy consumption for similar buildings in Norway is 140 kWh per m2.245

This means that large public buildings using WEPS technology like that developed in Eid could reduce246

energy costs for heating purposes by 30–50 percent. According to data from the Eid secondary school247
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and Opera House Nordfjord, a WEPS used for cooling purposes has insignificant variable costs. Such248

tasks can virtually be conducted for free. Nordfjord hospital, a co-founder of WEPS-Eid, has for many249

years been the most energy-efficient hospital in Norway.250

The development of and experiences from WEPS-Eid have drawn both national and international251

attention. A group consisting of 17 scientists from different countries representing the EU’s research252

program SECRE (Social Entrepreneurship Community Renewable Energy) visited WEPS-Eid in autumn253

of 2011. Because of the WEPS, the Eid local council was awarded the prize “local climate 2012” by the254

environmental organization named ZERO and the organization KS(the Norwegian Association for255

Municipalities). The success of WEPS-Eid has also inspired a similar project in other local areas. One256

such project is a WEPS launched in November 2015 and located in the urban settlement of Ulsteinvik257

in western Norway. This facility is now (August 2017) in operation. In August 2017, more than ten258

WEPS facilities were either operating or under construction in Norway. The largest WEPS in Norway259

is now (August 2017) under construction in Førde, a small city in Sogn og Fjordane County. According260

to the plans, it will start ordinary production in January 2018. The normal production is expected to be261

30 GWh.262

6. Costs and Benefits of WEPS-Eid263

The profitability of any project can be seen from the corporate point of view or from the society’s
point of view. Equation 1 below represents the profit function of the society of a WEPS:

πs = πp + πc − d(ki)− e(x) + b (1)

where:
πs = the economic surplus for the society
πp = the consumer surplus [3] of the produced quantity
πc = the surplus of the producer
d(ki) = the negative environmental effects measured in money
e(x) = other negative external effects measured in money
b = positive replacement effects measured in money

Externalities are defined as benefits or costs generated as an unintended by-product of an economic264

activity that does not accrue to the parties involved in the activity and where no compensation takes265

place. An externality is positive if some agent’s behavior makes another agent better off and negative266

if that behavior makes another agent worse off [2]. It is hard to find any production of energy that267

is completely without unintended side effects. Negative external, environmental effects occur when268

energy production generates waste in solid, or liquid form or air emissions of harmful substances, or269

when the processing activities causing noise and other effects, such as shadow casting of wind turbines.270

Most renewable energy facilities, like a solar power plant and a wind park are area-intensive, and271

these activities may squeeze businesses and facilities in other branches out of the area or destroy the272

habitat of birds and animals. The negative environmental effects may also be related to the transport273

and other use of fossil fuel. An example of the latter is the poor air quality in some cities in the world274

due to the extensive use of coal for heating. Similar to all energy-producing facilities, a WEPS has275

some negative external effects. However, these effects occur during the building phase when pipelines276

are dug into the ground and the heat exchange unit is under construction. This process creates noise,277

closed roads and some dust. In the operating phase, a WEPS emits no noise or smell, and except for a278

house where the heat exchange unit is located, the entire WEPS-facility is invisible. The sole external279

effect from WEPS when operating is its occupation of space in the fjord where the intake is located.280

This area could alternatively be used as an anchor site for big ships. The value of this effect is probably281

insignificant, which implies that a WEPS investment will generate a Pareto improvement: some groups282

or individuals will gain from WEPS, like the investors and customers, but no groups or individual will283

lose.284
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On the basis of the discussion above, we conclude that the external effects of a WEPS are close to285

zero, and we may simplify the social profit function given in Equation 1 and write it like this:286

πs = πp + πc + b (2)

Here, b is positive replacement effects measured in money. If the WEPS for instance leads to reduced287

coal production, this will reduce the amount of carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere. b is288

the benefit to the society from this emission reduction measured in money. Measuring the size of289

the replacement effect b and the consumer surplus πc is very difficult, and in this paper, we make290

no attempt to calculate it. That means we only calculate the surplus of the producer assuming that291

customers pay the same for the energy as they would have paid if the energy were purchased from292

others.293

7. Business Profitability294

In order to estimate the business profitability of WEPS-Eid, we have to calculate the present value295

of the project based on future cash flow. WEPS-Eid is not yet fully developed, just 58.3 percent of the296

capacity is used, and there is still vacant capacity for new customers. Due to the underutilization of297

present capacity, we have made two estimates of the profitability: one estimate assuming that future298

capacity utilization is equal to the present one (58.3 percent) and another assuming WEPS-Eid to be299

run at full capacity.300

Total investments include all business investment costs in infrastructure like the heat exchange301

unit, pipelines and the building and construction work associated with these activities. Included302

in the investment costs is also the consumers’ investment in local grid infrastructure, i.e., pipelines303

running from the heat center to the residents and the entire domestic infrastructure, in-house pipelines304

or other heating accessories and individual heat pumps. The marginal costs were particularly low305

for WEPS-Eid because this was a joint venture with the local administration, tele-companies and306

ICT businesses. The local council managed to coordinate the digging and the parallel placement of307

tele-cables, fiber cables, pipelines for drinking water, sewer and the WEPS.308

7.1. Assumptions, Net Present Value and Internal Rate of Return309

As mentioned above, we will make two calculations: one where we assume that the present310

production capacity of 58.3 percent of full capacity is not increased and one where additional311

investment is done and the plant produces at full capacity.312

Eid Municipality established two daughter companies, Eid Fjordvarmet KF and Fjordvarme AS,313

which invested 22 million NOK in WEPS-Eid, while customers have invested 12.6 million NOK. Total314

investment is then 34.6 million NOK. If the capacity utilization is increased from 58.3 percent–100315

percent, this will imply additional investment costs for Eid Municipality of 0.8 million NOK, while316

new customers will have to invest 9.4 million NOK in domestic infrastructure. This estimate is based317

on present prices with an increase in these prices by 30 percent to take future technological progress318

and increases in real wages and in capital prices into account. Total investment for the WEPS-Eid319

running at full capacity will then be 44.8 million NOK with a 30 percent price increase included.320

We have made some assumptions about the project’s lifetime. Because cash flow received or paid321

in future periods must be discounted to present values, we have to make a timetable for these cash322

flows and some assumptions regarding the time span of the project. Even if the WEPS construction323

may have an unlimited lifespan, the lifetime of each of its components is limited. Empirical evidence324

indicates for instance that heat pumps have a lifespan of about 20 years. In this paper, we make an325

assumption of a limited lifespan for the WEPS construction of 40 years if annual reinvestment costs326

are equal to 1.3 million NOK. This estimate is based on annual reinvestments costs on WEPS-Eid327

from startup until today. The reinvestment costs are assumed to be independent of future capacity328
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utilization. The calculated figure of 1.3 million NOK is the annualized sum that is necessary to invest329

in order for the plant to have an infinite lifetime.330

To calculate cash flow, we need to find the annual operating and maintenance costs associated331

with WEPS-Eid, and in our estimate, we include all salaries and payments related to operation and332

maintenance throughout the WEPS lifespan. This applies to both the company Fjordvarme AS and the333

customers. Based on operational data from WEPS-Eid, we have a good basis for providing a reliable334

estimate of these costs. The annual operating and maintenance costs connected to WEPS-Eid at full335

capacity are estimated to be 6.225 million NOK. The annual operating and maintenance costs in 2012336

were 3.9 million NOK at 58.3 percent of full capacity, and we assume that this will be the annual337

operating and maintenance costs in the future if the capacity is unchanged.338

To calculate the income, we need to know the energy production and prices. WEPS-Eid’s present339

energy production equals 10.5 GWh per year. At full capacity, the production level will be about 18340

GWh. Due to stable year-to-year fjord temperature, there is only marginal uncertainties regarding341

production levels.342

Gross annual revenues from WEPS are equal to energy produced valued at the market price343

including grid costs. That is the amount customers would have to pay for energy from other sources in344

absence of WEPS, their opportunity cost of energy. Based on present grid costs in western Norway, we345

estimate future grid costs to be 40 cents (of NOK) per kWh. The price of electricity has been low since346

2012. New cables from Norway to Germany and Britain are under construction, and the Norwegian347

electricity market will become more integrated with the European market. The new cables to Germany348

and Great Britain will be completed by 2020 and 2021, respectively [10]. In August 2017, the spot price349

of electricity was 25 cents of an NOK per kWh, but we expect that the long-run average price will be350

35 cents of an NOK per kWh because of the future integration of the Norwegian and the European351

electricity market.352

Annual income = Total production · (Grid cost per kWh + Electricity cost per kWh ) (3)

Thus, the annual gross revenue from WEPS-Eid at the present production of 10.5 GWh is estimated353

to be 7.875 million NOK. If production reaches full capacity, the annual income will be 13.5 million354

NOK.355

Due to the long lifespan of a WEPS, we have to make an assumption regarding the expected356

inflation rate. Besides our assumption of a 30 percent increase in investments cost if WEPS-Eid is357

extended to full capacity, all future cash flows are assumed to be measured in real terms (inflation358

adjusted). This means that we have to use a real, not a nominal, discount rate.359

By making the assumptions elaborated above, we are now able to estimate real cash flows from360

the WEPS, but in order to calculate the net present value, we need to estimate the discount rate. The361

discount rate used in net present value calculations is equal to the return of the best alternative project362

in the same risk category.363

With a project lifespan of 40 years, the project’s net present value is very sensitive to assumptions364

about the discount rate. According to guidelines from the Norwegian Ministry of Finance issued365

in 2005 (R-109/2005) [11], the risk-free real discount rate to be used in cost benefit analyses of366

government-owned projects is two percent, The guidelines stated that a project with average risk367

should have a risk premium of two percentage points and thus a risk-adjusted discount rate of four368

percent. The risk premium takes account of uncertainty with regard to future production and future369

prices.370

In our case regarding WEPS-Eid, as we are conducting an ex post analysis of the project, that371

particular WEPS has already been built, and we know its annual production. Based on several years of372

information, we have observed marginal variations and uncertainty in the energy production. When373

making the forecast of future cash flows based on ex post figures and on several years of experience,374

the non-systematic risk component in our analyses will be significantly reduced. We therefore assume375
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that future risk is not greater than systematic risk for the total Norwegian economy, and we conduct376

two separate profitability estimations of WEPS-Eid: one where we apply the risk-free real discount rate377

of two percent (r = 2 percent) and one where we add a risk premium of one percent (r = 3 percent).378

The results are shown in Table 3.379

Table 3. Assumptions and calculated results of the WEPS-Eid.

Assumption: full capacity Assumption: 58.3 percent capacity
Annual production 18 GWh 10.5 GWh
Total investment 44.8 mill NOK NOK 34.6 mill NOK
Project life 40 years 40 years
Annual revenue 13.5 mill NOK 7.875 mill NOK
Annual cost of maintenance 6.225 mill NOK 3.9 mill NOK
Annual reinvestment cost 1.3 mill NOK 1.3 mill NOK
Risk-free real interest rate 2 percent 2 percent
Risk premium 1 percent 1 percent
Price of electricity 0.75 NOK/kWh 0.75 NOK/kWh
Annual real price increase 0 0
Net present value (r = 2%) 118.7 mill NOK 38.6 mill NOK
Net present value (r = 3%) 93.3 mill NOK 27.2 mill NOK
Internal rate of return 13.2 percent 7.3 percent

The net present value is calculated by using this expression:

n = −u +
40

∑
t=1

a − b − c
(1 + r)t (4)

where:

n = Net present value.
a = Annual income as explained in Equation 3.
b = Annual maintenance and operating cost.
c = Annualized reinvestment costs.
r = The cost of capital.
u = Total invested capital (capital from owner of WEPS plus all customers).

The results are shown in Table 1, and we see that WEPS-Eid is a very profitable investment with a380

real internal rate of return of 13.2 percent at full capacity and an internal rate of return of 7.3 percent381

with a prolongation of the present capacity. In this paper, we do not discuss how profits are shared382

between the energy producer (Fjordvarme AS owned by Eid Municipality) and the customers.383

One of the customers (Moengården) and Fjordvarme AS made a calculation of the experienced384

profitability of the WEPS-Eid solution. The result is presented in Table 4385
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Table 4. The table shows the ex post result for one of the customers (Moengården) of WEPS-Eid. The
energy requirement is assumed to be 200 kWh per m2, identical to the norm for this type of building in
Norway. The price of electricity including grid cost is assumed to be 0.9 NOK per kWh. The reduced
cooling costs are compared with cooling using electricity. Due to the good results, this customer has in
2017 substantially increased the area where he/she uses WEPS.

Topic Results

Heated area 4.800 m2

Bought energy without WEPS 960,000 kWh
Bought energy with WEPS 550,000 kWh
Saved energy per year 410,000 kWh
Cost reduction per year 369,000 NOK
Operating fee paid to WEPS owner 43,000 NOK
Reduced heating costs per year 326,000 NOK
Reduced cooling costs per year 250,000 NOK

According to the Miller–Modigliani theorem, the profitability of a project is independent of the386

financial structure. In this paper, we do not discuss this distributional effect of the funding because it387

is irrelevant for the profitability of the project.388

In addition to high business profitability in this project, WEPS customers face more stable prices389

on energy for heating purposes than consumers purchasing hydroelectric energy. A WEPS significantly390

reduces volatility in energy prices and thereby increases the consumer surplus compared to most other391

renewable and non-renewable energy sources.392

8. Conclusion393

This paper shows that WEPS-Eid has turned out to be a profitable business investment for the394

owners and due to less volatile energy prices, the costumers enjoy a higher consumer surplus compared395

to their counterparts purchasing energy from alternative renewable sources, like hydroelectric energy396

or energy from wind turbines. The unintended side effects of WEPS-Eid on individuals besides owners397

and customers are insignificant, implying that WEPS-Eid has marginal negative or positive external398

effects. Unlike many public and private projects, WEPS-Eid leaves society with a Pareto improvement;399

at least one social group (in our case, two groups; investors and customers) is better off, but no group400

is worse off.401

A cost-effective WEPS as the one in our case is based on a fully-developed and tested technology.402

This means high reliability and stability regarding energy supply to customers besides a high degree403

of predictability regarding operating and maintenance costs. That means that the volatility of the404

energy cost of the customers is reduced compared to pure electrical heating where the annual costs405

may fluctuate with the changes in the weather. It also means that the financial risk associated with an406

investment in a WEPS-facility will be low.407

According to standard economic theory, expected positive profitability will encourage private408

investors to invest in a project. Why then is WEPS still an underutilized renewable energy source409

in settlements close to fjords along the Norwegian coastline? We think there are two main factors410

hampering the WEPS development. First of all, there is a lack of relevant operational information due411

to few facilities, no empirical evidence regarding technology and maintenance costs; and secondly,412

the lack of a coordinating unit. The construction of a WEPS requires big financial investments in413

digging and facilitating long trenches for a pipeline system and time and effort spent on acquiring the414

licenses and ground needed for doing this work. A coordinating unit acquiring the necessary public415

and private licenses, closing off roads and railways during the construction period and coordinating416

the digging with other companies delivering infrastructure, like water and sewer, fiber cables and417

tele-cables, could significantly cut private investors’ digging costs and their time spent on coordination418

and preparations. We think private companies would be unable to conduct this coordination. In Eid,419
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the local municipal administration was the coordinating unit and probably of vital importance for the420

implantation of WEPS at Eid.421

We found very little literature about WEPS or about the economic performance of Seawater Heat422

Pumps Systems (SWHP). This is an indication that little international research has been done in this423

field. We believe that more research is needed to uncover which countries or in which climate zones424

WEPS may be profitable for society.425
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